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I. SUMMARY 

The methods of modern warfare have created an urgent 

demand for oxygen producing equipment which ie light and 

portable, ae well as simple and reliable in operation. This 

need by the armed forces led to the consideration of oxygen 

production by means of chemical absorbents which remove 

oxygen from the air. This study deals with a phase of the 

development of such absorbent type oxygen producing units. 

The particular problem considered here is that of ob- 

taining sufficient basic data on the behavior of the ab- 

sorbent to enable preliminary design of oxygen units. Only 

two compounds are discussed:  (1) ethomine, on which most 

of the experimental work was done and which compound was 

the basis for most of the units designed; (2) fluomine, 

a new compound which proves to be better then ethomine in 

every way. Both compounds are derivatives of the organic 

chelate salcomine, cobalt sallcylaldehyde ethylenedlamine. 

Because of the very immediate need for design data, con- 

siderable engineering absorption and desorptlon experiments 

were made, i.e., determinations were made of the rate of 

absorption of oxygen from air passed through a bed of 

ethomine (an arbitrarily chosen l/2H Jacketed copper tube) 

and the rate of evolution of this oxygen upon heating the 

bed. However, to search out the mechanism of the reaction, 

more basic data were also obtained. This consisted of equi- 

librium studies and rate studies using pure oxygen rather 

than air. 
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Analysis of these basic experiments on ethomine revealed 

that from 0 to 90 per oent of saturation the rate of oxygen 

absorption was directly proportional to the fraction of 

deoxygenated ethomine present; that is, the reaction was 

first order with respect to deoxygenated ethomine. The 

function of pressure was best correlated as pi.5 although 

no theoretloal reason for the 1.5 power could be found. The 

relation between the speolfic reaction rate constant and 

temperature could not be successfully determined from 

theoretical studiss and recourse to an empirical expression 

was made. 

The rate of reaction of ethomine and oxygen in the 

range «10° to 60°C and 0 to 1000 mm. Hg oxygen partial 

pressure can be approximated as follows: 

where 
x - weight per cent oxygen absorbed 

8 ■  *    ■   ■    "at saturation 

t - °C 

p » oxygen partial pressure in mm. Hg 

0 * time in minutes 

Although the ethomine-oxygen system is not a true 

monovariant heterogeneous system (the equilibrium vapor 

pressure is a function of both temperature and composition), 

its general properties are comparable to such a monovariant 

system as CaC03-CaO-C03. 

Differential equations were set up for the absorption 

of oxygen from air by ethomine in an isothermal bed, assuming 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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the chemical rate of reaction to be controlling. These were 

solved by the calculation of finite Increments In a stepwlee 

procedure and the solution put Into graphical form. This 

solution checked the experimental data very well over a wide 

range of conditions« 

The desorptlon process Is controlled by the heat flow 

to the compound rather than the chemical rate of desorptlon« 

An adaptation of the graphical Schmidt method was applied 

as an analytical solution of this problem of heat transfer 

to a bed of desorblng ethomlne. Remarkably good checks with 

experiment were obtained« 

By these methods both absorption and desorptlon data 

for a bed of ethomlne can be predicted with considerable 

aocuracy.  It Is possible, therefore, to make preliminary 

designs without constant recourse to experimental work. 

Experimental work on fluomlne showed it to have the same 

general properties as ethomlne. The optimum absorption 

temperature and the equilibrium desorptlon temperature were 

approximately the same as those of ethomlne but fluomlne had 

a higher rate of reaction and a higher oxygen capacity (4.2 

per cent as compared to 5.5 for ethomlne). 

A comparison was also made of the life characteristics 

of saleomlne, ethomlhe, and fluomlne when run under Ideal 

cyclical conditions as predicted by the most recent theories 

on deterioration. Fluomlne showed a life considerably better 

than either saleomlne or ethomlne on the basis of oxygen 

produced. Its rate of deterioration was less than hslf that 

of ethomlne and at 50 per cent deterioration, it h9d produced 

70 times its weight of oxygen. 

CONFIDENTIAL 



II.  MTOODÜCMOH **maeit ritt 
Gaseous oxygen of high purity can bo obtained on a oom- 

mercial seale by the reotifioatlon of liquid air, and from 

an eoonomio viewpoint, this is the preferred prooess. How- 

ever, modern warfare has placed many varied and speelal 

demands on oxygen supplies. The distributing of oxygen 

for general use in distant outposts, supplying oxygen for 

shook treatment on the battlefield, and the furnishing of 

a life sustaining atmosphere for high altitude flying are 

problems faoed by our armed forces. Beeause the standard 

oommeroial methods are not easily adaptable to small soale 

light weight plants or to intermittent operation, consider- 

able interest has been shown in other methods of producing 

oxygen. 

Certain chelate compounds have the unique property 

of forming a loose combination with oxygen which will de- 

compose on heating. Such a oompound makes possible a chemi- 

cal system of oxygen production, and an Investigation of its 

potentialities was deemed quite worthwhile. Researches 

were carried out both from the chemical standpoint of dis- 

covering new compounds and improving methods of making 

those already known, and from the engineering standpoint 

of developing methods of utilizing the oxygen absorbent 

and of evaluating the compounds furnished by the chemist- 

This investigation was concerned mainly with the 

physical-chemical properties of ethomine and fluomine, the 

two most promising compounds on a basis of practioal 

CONFIDENTIAL 



utilisation. The research had a twofold purpose:  (l) to 

obtain specific data immediately necessary for the design 

of large units to utllllise the oxygen-producing properties 

of the compounds and (2) to obtain sufficient basic data 

to enable the prediction of the behavior of a given compound 

with respect to the several variables involved (temperature, 

pressure, composition, and time)« 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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III, PHYSICAL - CHEMICAL BACKGROUND 

In 1937 Tsumake (13) reported on the oxygen-absorbing 

properties of a meta111o organic compound, cobalt salicylal- 

dehyde ethylene^dlamlne. This compound, now known as sal- 

comlne, has an oxygen-absorbing capacity of 4 per cent of 

Its own weight and a rapid rate of absorption and deeorp- 

tlon at temperatures of 20°C and 100°C respectively. 

CH - N - CHa - CHa - N « CH 

0^^-Co^—-0—/l 6 Salcomlne u 
Calvin (1), Dlehl (2), Ctelseman (3) and their associates 

have Investigated a large number of oompounds of the same 

general ohelate form and found only a few that would react 

with oxygen reverslbly. For the most part, these are either 

derivatives of the parent compound salcomlne or of cobalt 

salloylaldehyde propylenetrlamlne whloh was developed by 

Calvin. Salcomlne and Its derivatives differ from the cobalt 

salloylaldehyde propylenetrlamlne and Its derivatives In that 

the former absorb a half molecule of oxygen per molecule of 

chelate and have reasonable absorption rates at atmospheric 

pressure whereas the latter absorb one molecule of oxygen 

per molecule of chelate but require extremely high oxygen 

pressures. 
CH - N ^CHa)a - NH - (CHa)a - N - CH 

Cobalt salloylaldehyde propylenetrlamlne 



:Bmik 
Lilted below m  the derivatives of saloomine that were 

investigated. A brief summary of properties is given when 

these are available. 

From the table, it appears that the 3-position is espe- 

cially Important and that the rates of absorption can be 

oontrolled by substitution there. The oxy-group (with the 

esoeptlon of the 3-F) produces the most active compound. 

Also, it is at least suggested that as the ohaln length of 

the oxy-group is increased, the absorption rate will increase, 

the de8orption temperature will rise, and the material will 

beoome more hygroscopic. 

Slnoe the compounds are chelate in nature and have eome 

weak and easily shifted bonds, they are subject to chemical 

attack and do deteriorate materially with use. This will be 

discussed more fully in the section on deterioration. Sal- 

oomine has what is considered good life characteristics but 

is a comparatively slow absorber. On the other hand, the 

3-ethoxy saloomine (called ethomine) has a sufficiently 

high absorption rate and can be used in a much more favorable 

temperature range but has poorer life characteristics than 

the parent compound. 

A search for a more stable compound whloh would have 

the same general properties as ethomine yielded the 3-fluoro 

saloomine (called fluomine). It not only has better life 

characteristics than saloomine but a higher absorption rate 

and higher saturation value than ethomine. It is, however, 

exceedingly difficult to make and as yet can be produced 

only on laboratory scale at very high cost. 
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Mixed aldehyde compounds have been made which have 

properties quite different from those predicted by con- 

sideration of the separate constituents. Such mixtures, are, 

however, not mixed molecules but mixed crystals. Their 

properties are probably governed to a major extent by this 

crystal structure. 

vV   ■     :- 
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IV, ETHOMINE 

Ethomine, in the oxygenated form, ie a fine oryetalline 

black powder while in the deoxygenated form it is a beautiful 

orange-brown. If proper oare is exercised end a email per- 

centage of talc added» it can be preseed into pellets. The 

ethomine used in this work was for the most part granulated 

pellets, 10-20 mesh, with a bulk density of 1.1. Such granules 

are rather soft and tend to powder easily, making the mater- 

ial difficult to handle. The heat conductivity of the 

granules is very low and the transfer of heat into and away 

from the material becomes one of the major engineering prob- 

lems involved« Breathing of the vapors or dust which have 

an odor approaching that of vanilla causes irritation of the 

nasal and throat passages and results in a oondition simulat- 

ing a cold. For this reason, a respirator should be worn 

when handling the material. 

The color change from orange-brown to black may be 

observed to take place with only several minutes exposure 

to air at room temperature. The commercial material will 

absorb about 3.5 per cent oxygen by weight and Initially 

should be heated to over 100°C in a vacuum for a short time 

to drive off any water that might hpve been absorbed. Rapid ■* 

absorption of oxygen occurs over a considerable temperature 

range, 0° to 50°C, while evolution of this oxygen requires 

a temperature of 95°C or greater at atmospheric pressure. 

|PIWWT)IÄJ 
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A, Method of Attaok 

In order to obtain a definite picture of the meohanlsa 

Of oxygen absorption and desorption, and knowledge suffi- 

oient to predict the behavior of the absorbent, the follow- 

ing bade information was considered necessary: 

(1) The rate of oxygen absorption as a function of 

temperature, oxygen partial pressure, and composition 

(amount of oxygen in combination with absorbent). 

(2) The rate of oxygen desorption as a function of 

temperature, oxygen partial pressure, and composition* 

(3) The oxygen vapor pressure over the absorbent as 

a function of temperature and composition. 

(4) The heat of reaction. 

(5) The specific heat and density. 

In addition X-ray data which would establish the mole« 

oular structure and Indicate phase changes should prove to 

be helpful. 

From an engineering design standpoint, it is necessary 

to know how the compound will act when under conditions of 

practical operation; that is, when the compound is in some 

type of 00nt?iner#equipped to remove the heat of reaction 

and furnish the heat of desorption;through which air is passed 

to furnish oxygen. The information tabulated above should 

be sufficient to predict the action of the compound. However9 

to expedite results and to check such predictions, some 

engineering data were also considered necessary and were 

obtained in a standard Jacketed copper tube, selected somewhat 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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arbitrarily as the container« The data collected are 

listed below: 

(1) The overall oxygen absorption rate determined at 

various Jacket temperatures, air pressures, and air rates« 

(2) The rate of oxygen desorptlon determined at various 

Jacket temperatures and oxygen pressures. 

\f!-- ■ 

t  " ' ' i 
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Bailo Absorption Rates 

The baelc absorption rate data were obtained by meas- 

uring the amount of oxygen required to maintain the oxygen 

pressure constant over a bed of ethomine held at substantially 

oonetant temperature. From the data of each experimental 

run» a plot of weight per cent oxygen absorbed (composition) 

versus time could be made. The actual rate of absorption 

is the slope of this curve* Hence a series of such runs over 

a range of temperatures and pressures gave the rate of ab- 

sorption relative to the three variables, temperature, pres- 

sure , and composition. 

A diagram of the apparatus used is given in Figure 1. 

It is divided into two parts:  (1) the reservoir section 

consisting of a "vacuum"* and an oxygen reservoir each with 

a manometer, (2) the absorption section consisting of a 

powder holder, Sprengel pump, and manometer. By means of 

valves, oxygen can be bled into the absorption section 

or out of the section into the "vacuum" reservoir. 

The powder holder consists of a Jacketed piece 

of 3/8" O.D. braes tubing. Glass wool plugs hold the 6 

grams of powder in place. Heat transfer calculations 

(Appendix E) show that with reasonable absorption, the 

average temperature rise of the powder may be several degrees. 

However, the ease of packing and simplicity of construction 

were advantages which warranted the selection of the present 

holder. 

♦Used to signify an evacuated vessel. 
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To prevent blooking of the surface of the compound by 

the accumulation of inert8 preBent in email amounts in the 

cylinder oxygen used, a mercury circulation pump was used 

to sweep the oxygen through the powder, (fas flow rates of 

60 to 100 oc. per minute were maintained. This flow was 

sufficient since runs made with cylinder oxygen and those 

made with pure oxygen (better than 99.98#) checked very well« 

Jacket temperatures were controlled by use of stesm 

for high temperaturesi steam and water mixing for temperatures 

between 20° and 100°C, and normal butyl alcohol cooled by 

dry ice for low temperatures. 

The volume of both reservoirs, the powder holder, and 

the remainder of the absorption section were accurately 

determined. Hence with a knowledge of the pressure in any 

section, the volume of gas in it could be calculated. These 

calculations were somewhat complicated by the fact that the 

manometer volume warn an appreciable fraction of the total 

volume. 

In operation, the procedure was as follows: the oompound 

was desorbed, the tube evaouated and sealed off from the 

rest of the system. The Jacket temperature was adjusted 

and time allowed for the powder temperature to become constant. 

At the same time the absorption system was filled with oxygen 

to a pressure such that with the opening of the valves on 

the powder holder, the desired pressure was obtained. The 

mercury pump was then started, and the valves on the powder 

holder were opened — absorption started immediately. The 

desired pressure in the system wos then maintained by 

!-p^,U:^HTy 
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continuously bleeding oxygen into the system from the 

reservoir, while readings on the oxygen reservoir manometer 

were taken at definite time intervals« From these readings 

the amount of oxygen absorbed was calculated. 

At the end of a run the system was quickly brought 

to atmospheric pressure and sealed« Then stepm was intro- 

duced into the Jacket, and the oxygen given off was bled into 

the "vacuum" reservoir. The volume obtained here, after 

the correction for gas expansion in the powder bed due to 

temperature change had been applied, should check the ab- 

sorption. 

Basic Desorptlon Rates 

Attempts by other investigators to obtain chemical de- 

sorptlon rate data have all met with failure. In all cases 

the controlling factor in the desorptlon was not the 

ohemlcal rate of reaction but the ability to furnish the 

heat necessary for the reaction. 

Since no apparatus was conceived that represented im- 

provements over those already tried, no experimental attempt 

was made to determine these data directly. 

Engineering Absorption Rates 

In the design of a unit to produce oxygen from air, 

the powder holder represents one of the main problems. Its 

design will depend on the method of heating and cooling 

(air, water, steam, etc.), heat transfer to the powder 

necessary to limit the temperature rise during absorption 

and to give a reasonable desorptlon time, cycle length and 

balance, life characteristics of the compound, etc. Beoause 

fev 
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of the many consideration« Involved, a powder holder was 

rather arbitrarily «elected for use in evaluating the 

compound from an engineering standpoint and In obtaining 

the initial design data. 

A 1/2" Jacketed copper tube was used and is shown in 

Figure 3. This tube was generally filled with 42.6 grass 

of oxygenated compound which gave a bed depth of about 60 

em. Such a tube, heated by steam and cooled with water 

or other liquid, had heat transfer characteristics suffi- 

ciently good to allow cycles of reasonable length and good 

balance of absorption and desorptlon times. This holder 

was easily constructed and incorporated into apparatus, 

quite strong and quite easy to load and unload. 

Absorption obtained by passing air through a bed of 

powder differs from the absorption obtained in the basio 

absorption rate experiments because the oxygen partial 

pressure varies through the bed depth, and absorption is, 

therefore, a function of air flow rate and bed depth as 

well as temperature, total pressure, and composition. 

These data were obtained by two different methods. 

The first consisted of passing air through the bed of 

oompound and after a definite time interval, desorbing the 

oompound to determine the amount of oxygen absorption« 

The second method utilized a Pauling oxygen meter to ana- 

lyse the exit air. From this analysis the ooqrgen removed 

could be calculated. With the first method each run gave 

a point on the absorption versus time curve whereas the 

second method gave the complete ourve in one run. For this 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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reason the second method was preferred if it proved suf- 

ficiently accurate. 

The Pauling meter does not respond immediately but has 

a definite lag — an accurate analysis of the character- 

istics of the meter are given in Appendix F. In a series 

of testa it was found that assumption of a 10 second lag 

throughout gave very good results. The greatest difficulty 

was, of course, encountered at the beginning of the run 

where the concentration changes are large. By cheeking 

the calculations against a desorption at the end of the 

run, any difference was assumed to be due to inaccurate 

measurements at the initial part of the run. In this way 

the Pauling meter calculations were oorrected to check the 

desorption. This correction was usually quite small« 

For practical engineering data the advantage of the 

rapid and continuous Pauling meter method far outweighed 

the greater accuracy and reliability of the so termed point 

method. Checks between the two methods were usually better 

than 5 per cent. 

It should be pointed out that in both methods the exit 

gae flow was held constant by bleeding through a throttling 

valve since this gave greater ease of control and greatly 

simplified the oxygen material balances. This means, how- 

ever, that air flow through the bed was not constant; the 

greater absorption at first will cause a greater flow. Cor-* 

rection to constant air flow would make only slight changes 

in results; moreover, constant exit conditions are more 

likely to be met in actual units which makes the data 

obtained all the more appropriate« 
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A diagram of the apparatus used la given in Figure 4. 

Essentially it consisted of a tube through which air was 

passed. The pressure was maintained toy a pressure regulator» 

and the air was throttled to approximately atmospherio 

pressure at the top of the tube« It then passed through 

a oaplllary flow meter» Pauling oxygen meter, and wet test 

meter» Conneoted to the tube was a "vacuum" reservoir used 

in measuring the oxygen evolved upon desorption. 

The procedure of operation was simple but required 

rapid handling and adjustment of valves. The tube of com- 

pound, initially in the desorbed state, was evacuated with 

the Jacket fluid at the temperature required. The pressure 

regulator was adjusted to the correct pressure and upon 

starting, the valve at the bottom of the tube was opened 

and the throttling valve at the top adjusted for the re- 

quired flow according to the capillary flow meter. Read- 

ings on both the Pauling meter and the wet test meter were 

taken initially and at definite time intervals. At the 

end of a run, the air supply was cut off and the tube brought 

quiokly to atmospheric pressure, the manometer and first 

valve to the reservoir opened, and the tube sealed off. 

The compound was then heated with steam in the Jacket and 

the evolved oxygen bled into the "vacuum" reservoir through 

the sensitive needle valve on that system, maintaining at- 

mospheric pressure in the tube. 

It should be noted that any oxygen absorbed after the 

end of the run will upon desorption return the tube system 

exactly to atmospheric pressure and not be drawn into the 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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"vacuum" reservoir. Also at the beginning of the desorp- 

tlon, there ia air in the powder bed, and the oxygen pree- 

eure ie not one atmosphere« However, with the evolution 

of oxygen, this air is swept out and an atmosphere of com- 

paratively pure oxygen is maintained around the granules« 

JBglMMffilflg Desorptlon Rates 

All observations in this laboratory indicate that 

the rate at which oxygen la evolved from ethomlne or other 

like compounds is governed only by the rate with which 

heat may be supplied« This may or may not be true but will 

oertainly apply to compounds in any practical powder holder« 

No exact method of calculating auch heat transfer has been 

developed, and approximate methods are not very applicable. 

Henoe actual laboratory tests were the easiest method of 

obtaining these most important engineering data« 

The apparatus used was that described in the previous 

■eotion, Figure 4. The compound was saturated with oxygen, 

using cylinder oxygen rather than air. It was held at 

Jacket temperature long enough (5 to 10 minutes) to insure 

uniformity of powder temperature and then the Jacket was 

quickly raised to the arbitrarily selected desorptlon tem- 

perature • The oxygen evolved was continually bled off 

into the reservoir maintaining the proper pressure in the 

tube system. Readings were made on the reservoir manometer 

at definite intervals. At low desorptlon pressures (below 

1 atmosphere) the capacity of one reservoir was not suffi- 

cient to handle all the oxygen, hence two were used. The 

two had practically the same volume and could be uaed inter- 

changeably« 
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■milllbrltim Vapor Pre «Bure 

Some vapor pressure data have been reported by Calvin (1). 

He found that the approach to equilibrium was extremely 

slow,and that times of three weeks to a month were required 

for a single reading. With the hope of avoiding such time- . 

consuming methods, an attempt was made to obtain some ap- 

proximate equilibrium data in a much simpler manner« 

The data obtained were that of the relationship of 

competition to temperature at constant vapor pressure. Zf 

curves were obtained for several pressures, the usual 

constant temperature vapor pressure curves could be ap- 

proximated by interpolation. Moreover, these constant pros« 

sure curves were of considerable interest since they rep- 

resent the equilibrium desorption temperature. 

By raising the temperature of the compound very slowly 

during a constant pressure desorption and observing the 

oxygen evolved at each new temperature, a plot of composi- 

tion versus temperature was obtained. By allowing suffi- 

cient time for complete desorption at any one temperature, 

equilibrium should be closely approximated. This was par- 

tially substantiated by the fact that with a shift in tem- 

perature of only one or two degrees, a change to absorption 

occurred. 
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Baelc Absorption Rate Data 

Ethomlne especially prepared from C.P. chemicals by 

Rumford Chemical Company was used for all these absorption 

experiments — In all other experimental work except life 

teats, commercial ethomlne also prepared by Rumford Chemical 

Company was used« 

A summary of the series of absorption runs made la given 

below. The different pressures (mm. Hg) used at any one 

temperature are listed In the column headed by that specific 

tempera ture. 

TABLE H 

Basic Absorption Rune 

-10»   0*   10°  20°  30°  40°  50«  60*  70° T.°C 

  40 40 40 40  — 

60    80 80 80 80 80 80   

160   160 160 160 160 160 160 160 

920   320 320 320 320 320 320 320 

640   640 640 640 640 640 640 640 640 

The results are all of the same general character exoept 

for the appearance of an "Induction11 period at conditions 

of low pressure and high temperature. Curves of absorption 

versus time are given for runs at 20° and 50°C In Figures 

6 and 7. The Initial period of accelerating rate or "In- 

duction11 period Is quite noticeable In the latter. 

Engineering Absorption Rate Data 

Rune were made by the point method at pressures of 20 

pslg. and 1 atmosphere, temperatures of 20° and 40°C, and 
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a range of air flow rates, 1 to 15 cubic feet per hour through 

a 1/2 ■ tube. Pauling meter runs were made at pressures of 

20 and 75 psig., a temperature range of -10° to 80°C, and a 

range of air flow rates, 1/2 to 2 cubic feet per minute per 

pound of ethomlne in a 1/2" tube. 

The results of the Pauling meter runs at 1 CFM/# and 

20 psig. are given in Figure 8. A comparison of results 

obtained by the two methods at 20 psig., 40°C, and several 

air flow rates is given in Figure 9. 

Engineering Desorotion Data 

A table of the series of runs made is given below. The 

different desorption Jacket temperatures used at any one 

preseure pre listed in the column headed by that specific 

pressure. 

TABLE III 

Desorption Runs 

j 0„   1/4 atm.   1/2 atm.   1 atm.   1-1/2 atm. 2 flfrn. P 

3.4 

11 

N 

2.0 

2.0 

2.0 

100 100 

110 110 

120 120 

130 130 

100 100 

100 100 . 100 

110 

120 

130 

100 

130                 130 

Figures 10 and 11 give typical desorption curves. 

Equilibrium Vapor Pressure Data 

Approximate equilibrium desorptlons at constant pressure 

were made at pressures of 1/2 and 1 atmosphere oxygen 

pressure.  These ere plotted in Figure 12. 
CONFIDENTIAL 
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D. gate <* Othar Investigators 

TiPftr Pwwr* 
The oxygen vapor preeeure of ethomlne has been deter- 

mined by Calvin (l) using standard equilibrium methods. 

His results BTB given in the following table« 

TABLE IV 

Hub tWMxa (■«■ Ha) i ojauurnüA 
3.6 

38.4 

78.0 

91.0 

6.23  . 

63.6 

77.8 

93.0 

Heats of reaotlon have been reported by both Oalvin (1) 

and Hetherlngton (4). The values vary somewhat with compo- 

sition and the specifio material used but all fall between 

19,000 and 20,000 calories per mol of oxygen. 

gftlllloJJUtt Of ContogtlY»y 

MoCrosky (8) obtained a value of 0.027 Btu/sq. ft. hr. 

•F/ft. for saloomine granules, 10-20 mesh, in ambient air. 

Somewhat higher values for ethomlne were obtained by Hether- 

lngton (4). He suggests 0.0366 Btu/sq. ft. hr. °P/ft. as an 

average value for- ethomlne, 10-20 mesh, in ambient air. 

0#0 0.37 

■ 0.36-1. 
'   s ' 0.88 

s 3.4 

06#C 0.60 
■ 1.20 

■           S'    ■ .        ■       : 1.90 
■          - 4.70 
■ 11.60 

flutf of.-RffftQUen 

' ,-k :.■*■■ 
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Dt termination! by Rtthtrlngton (4) gave approximately 

0.86. Thif value vae uaed in the oaloulation of tha ooef- 

floiant of oonduotivity. 

The bulk deneity of 10-80 atfh granule• «ill vary 

with the eanplo and paoking. Generally it la between 0*6 

and 0.7 g./oo. 
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1. Oowilttlon of BaULfl Absorption Rate Data 

Introduction 

The analysis of a large amount of experimental data 

taken under various oondltione with reepeet to the funda- 

mental varlablee muetf of necessity, be a stepwlse procedure« 

If at all possible, the effeot of eaoh variable should be 

investigated separately. The method used here is that 

most commonly used in analysis; namely, the postulatlon of 

a ohemieal and physical pioture of the mechanism of reao- 

tion built upon baslo physical chemistry theories and the 

application of tests of suoh a postulation to the saperi- 

mental results« 

Zf ths tests fall, the original pioture is wrong« 

However, if the results fit the pioture that is not proof 

that the pioture is oorreot — others may fit Just as well« 

Sinoe it is impossible to eetablish positive proof of the 

meohanlsm, the moet reaeonable one is usually aocepted as 

the moet probable pioture and used ae an end to understand- 

ing and predicting the behavior of the ohemioal compound. 

In many oasee the eearoh for a probable meohanlsm that 

fits the experimental reeults fails. Then reoouree to 

mathematics that will fit the data is made, and an empirioal 

correlation is developed. Such correlations givs no insight 

into ths basic physical and ohemioal properties but do, 

nevertheless, allow predictions of the behavior of the 

material considered. 

■UFIMITUi 
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The overall reaction between ethomine and oxygen 

may be represented by the equation: 

2M ♦ 0a X^. M80a* 

Thle may In turn be considered to go In two distinct steps: 

(a) M + 0, *£-M0a 

(b) M0a + M 5^ Ma0a 

The experimental data give the total amount of oxygen 

going Into combination with ethomine. Hence, regardless 

of whether the reaction proceeds In one or several steps, 

It gives only the dlfferenoe In oxygen taken up by the 

forward reactions and that released by the reverse reac- 

tions. At low temperatures the vapor pressure of the 

oxygenated ethomine becomes very small and the back reac- 

tions releasing oxygen can be neglected. Henoe, at low 

temperatures the data may be considered as representing 

the oxygen absorption reactions only« 

For a first order reaction with respect to deoxygenated 

ethomine, we may write 

where 
x » per oent oxygen by weight on ethomine 

-. 
s » per cent oxygen at saturation 

£ ■ time (minutes) 

k1 * proportionality factor 

For such a heterogeneous reaction (solid and gas) k1 Is 

constant for conditions of constant tempsrature and pressure 

♦The molecular form Ma0a has been proven by Calvin (l) with 
X-ray diagrams. 
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k1 * k0(p) (specific reaction rate constant)(function 

of pressure) 
Integrating (l) 

-ln(e-x) - £- ft ♦ c 

At 0 - 0, x * 0, e ■ -In s 

Henoe 

(2) -log (s-x) - g.ao$'a * -log s 

or 
(3) -log (s-x) - KO -log s 

A plot of log (s-x) versus O should give a straight line 

of slope -K if the reaction is first order« Such a plot 

for ethoiDlne at -10°C is given in Figure 13. Straight lines 

are obtained over the range of 0 to approximately 90 per 

cent of saturation. 

If the reactions were second order a plot of -g-^j versus 

G should yield a straight line of slope k1• Such a plot 

for ethomine at -10°C is given in Figure 14. 

The fact that the experimental data deviate from a 

first order reaction as saturation is approached, the rates 

becoming slower than that predicted was to be expected. 

In the first place changes of phase occur at approximately 

5 and 80 per oent of saturation according to Calvin (l). 

Below 5 per cent saturation, there is a single phase system 

of oxygen dissolved in deoxygenated ethomine. Between 

5 and 60 per oent, there is a two-phase region of oxygenatea 

and deoxygenated compound. Above 80 per cent saturation, 

there is a shift to a single phase of deoxygenated ethomine 

dissolved in the oxygenated. When this second single phase 

region is reached, it is not out of the question to expect 

Ö0NFIDEN11AL 
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a different mechanism of reaction. As saturation is ap- 

proached, the oxygen vapor pressure rises rapidly and in 

all probability the back reaction can no longer be neg- 

lected. Also, from a physical standpoint, it is not dif- 

ficult to reason that with increasing oxygenation, it 

bedomes increasingly difficult for oxygen to reach unoxl- 

dized molecules in the interior of the granules and that 

diffuslonal effects should be considered. 

It is only logical to assume that the rate of the 

reverse reaction (releasing of oxygen) should be a function 

of the oxygen in combination with the ethomine.  If the 

reverse reaction is first order, the rate equation is as 

follows: 

While k| is a function of both temperature and pressure, 

ka should be a function of temperature only« 

Rearranging (1) 

(5) (g)(1) -k'!?-k, 
A plot of (g)(*) versus !=*     should give a straight 

line of slope k' and intercept -ka. Such a plot for ethomine 

at 30°C is given in Figure 15.  It is difficult to obtain 

an aocurate intercept value since all the lines apparently 

pass through the origin. 

However, if equation (l) were rearranged in another 

fashion; namely, 

a plot could be made of (gX"^) versus ^j **&  *&• 

*'ag) is the rate of oxygen absorption — the slope at any 

point on the per dent oxygen absorbed versus time curves. 
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slope would be -ka. Figure 16 shows the 30°C data plotted 

that way. Although the points scatter, the slopes appear 

to be sero. 

The same reasoning may be applied with the assumption 

that the reverse reaction is second order. The results 

obtained are substantially the same« However, If the 

experimental results at high temperatures are tested for 

the single rate of reaotlon constant as was done at low 

temperatures, all give good straight lines. A graph of 

log (s-x) versus time Is given for ethomlne at 30°C, Figure 

17. It appears that If there Is a substantial back reac- 

tion, Its effects are contained In this one rate constant. 

Langmulr's (6) theory on heterogeneous systems, par- 

ticularly for the reaction 
1 

CaO + C0a ^t  CaCOa 
2 

may give some help here. 

If this reaction Is considered from a kinetic point of view, 

dcx/dt « k!PCOa ^ 

dca/dt - k26a 

where 0 and Qa are the fractions of reacting surface 

that are CaC and CaCO» respectively. 

At equilibrium 

* - *80a 

k*Ai " PCoa V*> 

eq. ~" PC0 ln a nonovariant system, 

kipcoa -i 

eq 

Since K 

Öl/Öa = 1 or Oi = oa 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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This Is explained by the assumption that reaction occurs 

only at the lnterfaclal boundaries. Hence a change In 

one phase area results in an Identical change In the other« 

In the ease of CaCO» - CaO the CO, diffuses through the 

relatively porous CaO and reacts on the surface of the 

CaCO* crystals. Such a CaC03-CaO mass would have definite 

crystal boundaries as Is actually the case — these fact* 

fit the phase rule. 

Prom the above. It appears that the rate of combina- 

tion or decomposition would be a function of the phase 

lnterfaclal boundaries which In turn would be some function 

of the extent of reaction and previous history. 

If In the case of ethomlne the reacting surface were 

proportional to the deoxygenated compound, the rate equa- 

tion would have the following form: 

IV) g-Ig *?*a*? 

Such an equation will yield only one constant when teeted 

under conditions of constant pressure and temperature. 

However, kj and k3 should have different temperature coef- 

ficients and mention of this will be made In the discussion 

of temperature Influence. 
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p(mm -10° 0° 
Ml 

A table of the single flret order k' 's 1B given below. 

TABLE V 

k« - k0(p) « 2.303 sK 

10°   20°   30°   40°   50°   60°   70° T°C 

64C 1.99 3.28 5.07 

320 0.69 1.13 1.75 

160 0.30 0.42 0.65 

80 0.13 0.16 0.24 

7.31 8.00 7.11 4.83 

2.50 2.68 2.67 1.96 

1.03 0.97 0.80 0.66 

0.33 0.32 0.24 0.084 

2.70  1.20 

0.115 

40       0.097 0.107 0.073 0.031           

first 
A plot of the single/order k* * s is given in Figure 18. 

The values taken from the smooth curve are used in all the 

pressure and temperature correlations. 

For prectleal purposes knowledge that the reaction 

is first order with respect to deoxygenated ethomine over 

a range of 0 to 90 per cent saturation is sufficient. In 

engineering applications, the compound is seldom carried 

to saturation and greatest interest is in the rate of 

reaction within the range mentioned above. Hence for this 

investigation it will be assumed that the reaction of etho- 

mine with oxygen is a first order reaction, remembering, 

however, that deviation from this rule occurs at high sat« 

uration values. 

Pressure 

The idea8 of Langmuir (6) on heterogeneous equilibrium 

may be applied to this problem as follows: 

(9) §g - (klP-ka) F 

where F is a function of the interfecial boundaries.  It is 

•f ** 
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here assumed that the forward or absorption reaction Is 

proportional to the oxygen concentration and therefore 

proportional to the oxygen pressure. At equilibrium 

K » #* - p0   or  k, - k^o 
*1 

where p0 ie the equilibrium oxygen pressure. 

Hence 

&« (klP-klPo)F 

(io) £g . kxP (P-p0) 

From the previous discussion it appears that 

8 

and 

From equation (l) 

k« 

8=Z 
2.303 8 K 

Substituting in B equation (11) 

(12) k' - kx (p-p0). 

To test this equation, k1 was plotted versus p. Such a 

plot for ethomlne at 30°C is shown in Figure 19. If the 

equation fitted the data, the plot would be a straight 

line of slope k-^ and Intercept on the abscissa of p0. 

All experimental data gave curves that were concave up- 

ward. The abscissa Intercept could not be determined 

accurately but was much higher than the equilibrium pressure. 

A table of estimated oxygen vapor pressures for 

ethomlne at 40 per cent saturation is given below. The 

pressures were calculated from the small amount of equilibrium 

COW^ rtrrw 
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data available assuming the Claueius-Clapeyron to hold. 

Forty per cent saturation was selected because it -is near 

the middle of the flat portion of the constant temperature 

vapor pressure curve, the average pressure in the single 

phase region. 

TABLE VI 

Temp.°C. Vapor Pressures 
(mm. He) 

0 0.1 

10 0.3 

20 1.0 

30 3.0 

40 8.4 

50 21.6 

60 52.6 

70 121.4 

The fact that the plots of k1 versus p curved upward sug- 

gested that k1 might be a power function of p. The rela- 

tionship would be 

(13) k' « k pn 

Taking the logs of both sides 

(14) log k1 = n log p ♦ log k 

A plot of log k1 against log p would give a straight line 

of slope n if such a relationship fitted. This is shown 

in Figure 20.  Straight lines of slope 1.5 were obtained 

over most of the range of data. The experimental results 

deviate at the low pressures in the very high and low 

temperature regions. 

aWFinEMTOL 
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The correlations could be made slightly better by 

the use of (p-p0) rather than p but the additional term 

gave a much more difficult expression to handle without 

a great increase In accuracy« At constant temperature 

the reaction rate equation may be expressed as follows: 

~-x„ , .. „ 

54 

dO 
.1.5 s=; 

8 

where 

specific reaction rate constant k - 

x » wt. per cent oxygen absorbed 

s » wt. per cent oxygen/saturation 

a ■ time In minutes 

p * oxygen partial pressure In mm« of Hg. 

A table of vplues of Is  over the temperature range Inves- 

tigated Is given below« 

TABLE VII 

Temp. °C«   k 

-10 1.23 x 10 

0 2.03 if 

10 3.14 N 

20 4.52 ■ 

SO 4.94 II 

40 4.41 II 

50 2.99 N 

60 1.67 N 

70 0.74 II 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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^1.5  e^a 
8 

The correlations could be made slightly better by 

the use of (p-p0) rather than p but the additional term 

gave a much more difficult expression to handle without 

a great Increase in accuracy. At constant temperature 

the reaction rate equation may be expressed as follows: 

(») t - * p] 

where 

k « specific reaction rate constant 

x ■ wt. per cent oxygen absorbed 

s = wt. per cent oxygen/saturation 

Q. m  time in minutes 

p » oxygen partial pressure in mm« of Hg. 

A table of values of k over the temperature range inves- 

tigated is given below. 

TABLE VII 

Temp. °C,   k 

-10 1.23 x 10 

0 2.03         H 

10 3.14         ■ 

20 4.52         ■ 

30 4.94         ■ 

40 4.41         ■ 

50 2.99         ■ 

60 1.67         ■ 

70 0.74         ■ 

CONFIDENTIAL 



It is difficult to offer an explanation for the func- 

tion of pressure being the 1.5 power. Surface adsorption 

might be considered the governing fpotor rather than 

pressure. However, all such theories lead to powers of 

less than 1.0 on the pressure. Since the actual meaning 

of the readtion rate constant k is in considerable doubt, 
1.5 

the use of p   should be considered an empirical correla- 

tion without a theoretical basis. 

Temperature 

Application of the theory of Langmuir on heterogeneous 

systems led to the following rate equation at constant 

temperature and pressure: 

55 

• <*• - k,) 
8-? 
S 

This can be extended to Include the influence of tempera- 

ture and pressure by assuming both k1 and k8 have tempera- 

ture coefficients according to the Arrhenius equation 

;hat k' alone is a function of pressure 

(16) &-[*«"**   -*•*]« 
At low temperatures where the back reaction can be neg- 

lected E^ can be calculated. For ethomlne 

Ei ■ 7000 cal./g. mol 02 

Ea » AH + Ex - 19,500 + 7000 = 26,500 cal./g. mol 0a 

At constant pressure, the two rate constants are the 

only unknowns if the solution for E1 and Ea is correct. 

These may be determined by trial. However, values could 

not be found that would fit the data well. By varying 

Ex end Et the fit could be improved but in all cases the 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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.- K(x-5)8 

-b(t-t)8 

equation predicted rates that fell off too rapdily at 

high temperatures. No attempt was mpde to determine the 

preesure function.  In this case, It might have been 

entirely different from that previously found. 

Since no simple explanation of the temperature effect 

could be found, the variation of k with temperature wss 

best defined by an empirical equation. The experimental 

data gave a curve much like the normal probability curve, 

and an equation of that type was used. The general form 

is as follows: 

y - Ae" 

or in this case 

k * ae 

By trial the axis was found to be 29°C. The best average 

fit gave the following equation: 

(17) k = 4.9 (10"4)e - 1.1 (l(T
3)(t-29)a 

Figure 21 shows a graph of the k values obtained from the 

pressure correlation compared to the ones predicted by 

the above equation. 

It must be remembered that equation (17) does not 

obey the necessary boundary condition of desorption at 

high temperature (negative k). Desorption does occur at 

93°C and 1 atmosphere and at a lower temperature corres- 

ponding to a lower pressure which value can be approximated 

by use of the Clausius-Clapeyron equation. 

General Correlation 

The rate of reaction of ethomine and oxygen in the 

range -10° to 60°C and 0 -to 1000 mm. oxygen partial pressure 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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pproximated as follows: -i 

) ([.[4.9 do-4) .-^loZ »*-»>Jf»'» JJI 
can be approximated as follows: 

(18 

where 
x 

8 

t 

wt. per cent oxygen absorbed 

wt. per oent oxygen at saturation 

°C. 

p * oxygen partial pressure in mm. of Hg 

a ■ time in minutes« 

The integration of equation (16) will yield 

(19) InX.i .-*<«»)■ pl.» , 

where 
A 

b 

e-x 

4.9 (lo"4) 

1.1 do"3) 

If In -jf^ is plotted versus \  e""
b(t"29' p - 0, a 

straight line is obtained and experimental points may be 

placed on the same plot to check the correlation. Such a 

plot is shown in Figure 22. The points were taken from 

data ooverlng the complete temperature and pressure range 

and absorption times up to 5 minutes. 

Above a value of -~^ of 10 (90 per cent oxygenated), 

the experimental points deviate greatly from the equation 

but do fall rather well on a common curve. Since the 

first order reaction does not hold at such •—- values, this 

deviation was expected. 

On the plot shown practically all the experimental 

points are within 10 per cent of the calculated value with 

a maximum deviation of about 35 per cent. Prom an engineer- 

ing standpoint this is an excellent check. 

- —.« 
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Comparison to Other Monoverlant Systeme (CaCOa and CdCOa) 

Zawadzki and Bretsznajder (14) have reviewed considerable 

work on monovarlant heterogeneous systems. Most experimental 

work wae done on the association and dissociation of CaC03 

and CdCO*. Experiments on decomposition of CaCOa have also 

been reported by Kasklll and Turner (7) and Huttlg and Kappel 

(5)* Certain general properties of such systems deviating 

from the classic theories of chemical kinetics are Indicated, 

and these will be outlined briefly. 

Experiments showing the effect of composition on asso- 

ciation and dissociation rates gave considerable difficulty 

and the results are poor. Indications are  that decomposi- 

tion Is first order with respect to the carbonate. Asso- 

ciation Is probably the same type of function with respect 

to the oxide. 

The general properties of the systems are shown by the 

graphs In Figure 23. The overall rate of reaction, v, Is 

the Initial rate and therefore Independent of the function 

of composition. It Is a function of pressure and tempera- 

ture, equivalent to k1 used In the correlation of ethomlne 

data. 

A study of the graphs In Figure 23 will reveal the 

following fundamental properties: 

1. At low pressures, p/p0 < 2, the overall rate of 

reaction Is proportional to p - p0. Association or disso- 

ciation occurs depending on the sign of p - pQ. (Graph 1) 

2. At high pressures, p/p0>4, the rate Increases out 

of proportion to p - pQ. (Graph 2) 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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3. OTtr oontiderable range the rate is proportional 

to p - pQ, «here pQ ie a pseudo equilibrium pressure. 

(Graph 2) 

4« Rates are identical for association and dissocia- 

tion for equal values of p-pQ and P0-p. (Graph 3) 

5« The equilibrium pressure follows the Clausius- 

Olapeyron relationship. (Graph 4) 

6« The variation of rate with temperature goes through 

a maximum falling off rapidly on each side. (Graphs 6 and 6) 

7. At certain temperatures and low pressures a defin- 

ite "induction" period is observed. (Graph 7) 

Ethomlne checks the above properties exceptionally 

well, with absolutely no basic refutations. Calvin has 

reported the proportionality of pressure and rate at low 

pressures and his equilibrium data as well as the author's 

appear to follow the Clauslus-Clapeyron equation. The rela- 

tionship of rate to temperature fits the type of curve given 

for CdCOj very closely. However, no measurements of disso- 

ciation rates were made, nor were sufficient low pressure 

data taken to check the pseudo equilibrium. 

^•.v;/if , TSv •*&;• 
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F.  Kethod of Predicting angliieerlng Absorption Data 

Bnslc Equations 

The determination of absorption vhen alr 1P passed 

throuph a bed of e thorn ine requires a knowledge of rate 

relations, material balance, and temperature conditions of 

the bed is governed by heat transfer.  The partial differ- 

ential equations for a. rigorous solution of the problem can 

be set up.  However, the solution of such a set of equations 

mathematically ie entirely too difficult to be considered 

here. 

The assumption thr,t the bed is isothermal throughout 

the absorption time greatly simplifies the problem.  Consider 

a section of such a bed of ethomlne of unit cross sectional 

area. 

At any time Q 

N = mols of N8/(minute)(unlt cross section) 

R = mols of 03/mol of N2 

Mols Oa entering/min. -  N R 

Mols 0a leavlng/min. = NJR + |£ dJ 

Accumulation ■ -^ dL 

02 absorbed by the section = P? 5e 
dL 

where x * weight per cent 0a in combination 

p = bulk density of ethomlne 

ß » conversion factor to mols 
W-*. -'..- —.-... •• md   »~ _ »-W 



a 8fr& c, 
Hence 

(x) pß&«---»Ü:  dL 

The rate equation at constant temperature is 

1.6    «-, H « k p0/-e i? 
But 

»1.Ö 
8=2 

8 

*■ [l&]p 

where P « total air pressure 

Substituting for p0 

The solution of equations(l) and (2) must satisfy 

the boundary conditions of (l) entering gas being air, (2) 

initial bed condition of XQ - 0, (3)1^ - 0, and (4) G0 » 0. 

Constant gas flow at the entrance rather than the exit (as 

was used experimentally) was assumed because the assumption 

of constant exit flow would have only complicated an already 

formidable problem. 

No mathematical solution to the partial differential 

equations was found. Graphical or step wise methods of 

finite increments were therefore investigated. 

The equations were first examined to see if a general* 

solution was possible. Equations (l) and (2) can be rear- 

ranged and put into the following form: 

(la) ?■•§) ?R  

*P^*] f*f£± L] 

♦General in the sense that it would hold for all values of 
the constants (p, ß, s, k, N, and P) with fixed boundary 
conditions. 
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The variables involved are now four dimenaionlese 

groups, namely, (x/s), R, tf   G - G«, and PP** 1 L - 
8 N 

L«. 

However (x/s) and R are directly related and the solution 

may be given liyverms of the two independent variables &1 

and L*, and either (x/s) or R. Any particular* solution, 

no matter how obtained, which gives the value of (x/s) 

and R for any & and L can be transformed to the more gen- 

eral solution by putting it into terms of the dimenslonless 

groups. 

The rate-preeeure relationship of PQ2 * oauses the 

term =~ ln •<lu®tlon (^a) to carry a power factor of 1.5« 

This factor restricts the general solution to ethomlne or 

compounds of the same rate-preeeure relationship since the 

particular rate characteristic of ethomlne is not removed 

by the rearrangement of terms. 

Steowlse Solution 

As an approximation, the continuous passage of gas up 

through a bed of powder, may be considered a series of finite 

batch processes. A slug of air equivalent to that whioh 

would pass through the bed ln a small Increment of time is 

allowed to remain in a small section of the bed for that 

increment of time. The slug of gas remaining is then moved 

to the section of bed above an£ ?il lowed the same time of 

contact, etc. After this slug has been carried the entire 

♦Solution with particular values for the constants. 

^ 
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height of bed, a second slug of air, representing the second 

increment of time is carried through the bed in the same 

fashion. Such a procedure will approximate the calculus of 

integrating with respect to L and G. The accuracy of such 

a method will depend on the size of the increments of time 

and bed height used. 

In such a series of calculations the rate equation (2) 

is used to determine the absorption in a section and the 

oxygen composition of the gas figured by material balance (1), 
(s) t - * *t*F* * 
(4) Nae(Ro-R) - ppAL(x-Xo) 

Elimination of R between (3) and (4) gives an equation of 

the form: 

4x . a(b-x)1'5 (s-x) 
•   (c-xJ1.5 

This is an extremely complicated form and was not integrated. 

To obtain an expression for the absorption during the 

time O equation (l) was integrated assuming the pressure 

driving force P1-6^ JJ * to be constant. The value of 

driving force used oould possibly be some average of the 

initial and final conditions. By integration 

(5)x           ^ e - 
.** 

i^- A© T^Ff 
ave. 

or 
(t) x 8 - 

• - X„ 

.An 

where 
A - * P1-6 AG 

■ [* "L 
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This average driving force resulted in numerical values 

which were substantially correct since the final value of 

x was Independent of the magnitude of the AQ employed. The 

final value of R corresponding to x could be obtained from 

equation (4). The actual numerical calculation required a 

knowledge of Rf to calculate x and hence was a trial and 

error solution between equations (4) and (5). 

This stepwise integration was carried out for a tube 

of ethomine. The conditions assumed were temperature 40°c, 

air rate 1 0PM/# in 1/2" tube, pressure 20 psig. The incre- 

ment of bed height AL used WAS such that the values obtained 

were within 1 per cent of those obtained with an Increment 

one half as large. Since the calculation was numerically 

exact for the Integration with respect to Ö, the solution 

should be suite accurate. 

The results were converted to values of (x/s)0,,a , 
five . 

L1, and G'. (x/ß)ave# 
is tne average value of (x/s) over 

the range of 0 to L. A plot was then made of (x/s) „Ä ave • 
versus L1 at constant 01 values. A cross-plot was used 

to obtain 0* values as integers. Calculations and tables 

of values are inoluded in Appendix C. The final plot is 

given in Figure 24. 

In using the plot N, *, p, ß, k, s, and L may be in any 

consistent system of units. L1 is ealculpted and corresponding- 
■ 
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values of (x/e)    and ©■ are read from the chart. These 
eve. 

values pre then converted to x and ©. 

In applying the chart to design work the restrictions 

resulting from DPsic assumptions must be kept in mind. 

These assumotions »re: 

(1) Isothermal bed« 

(2) Absorption is controlled by chemical rpte and not 

by diffusion. 

(3) Chemical rate equation holds over entire range of 

composition. 

(4) Constant entrance conditions« 

Figures (25, 26, 27) show the calculated absorption 

as compared to actual experimental data in a 1/2" tube. 

The experimental results ere reported on the basis of 

Jacket temperature. The average bed temperature may rise 

as much as 10 to 15°C above the Jacket at some time during 

the run. Hence the experimental results should be shifted 

to a higher average bed temperature.  In general this is 

the case. The variation between calculated and experimental 

data is of the same order of magnitude as variations between 

individual experimental rune. 

WfcNOfcji iL. 
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ft. Method of Predicting Degorptlon Data 

Ethomlne In the desorption tempersture range takes 

up considerable heat In evolving oxygen. Considered purely 

from the standpoint of heat Input, this heat added could 

be imagined due to heat capacity since the tempernture is 

not strictly constant but does slowly rise. According 

to this viewpoint ethomlne In the desorption range has 

an exceedingly large, variable heat capacity which is a 

definite function of temperature«  The problem of heat 

transmission through such a material has been treated mathe- 

matically by Nessi and Nisoole (9) and Sawada (10). Such 

treatment is out of the scope of this paper. The approximate 

Schmidt (11) method may be used by applying the correction 

of varying slab width with tempersture. The complexity 

of such a construction is herdly Justified by the accuracy 

obtained« 

The mechanism of desorption may be simplified by the 

following ascumptions: 

(1) Desorption takes place at constant temperature 

(actually better than 50 per cent of the oxygen is driven 

off within a range of 5°C at constant preseure). 

(2) The rate of desorption is dependent only upon the 

rate of heat conduction to the compound« 

Calculation of heat transfer to a bed of ethomlne assuming 

the above simple mechanism is still beyond the scope of simple 

mathematics. However, such heat transfer calculations may be 

approximated by applying the graphical Schmidt method. 

73 
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Zn using the graphical Schmidt method for a cylinder, 

equally distant oonoentrio layers are plotted on a logarithmlo 

■oale. Otherwise the treatment is exactly the same as that 

used for a slab. A derivation of the above is given in 

Appendix D. The following assumptions were made in carry- 

ing out the construction: 

(1) The center line temperature represents the uniform 

temperature of the layer. 

(2) When the average desorption temperature is reached 

at the center line of the layer, the point is fixed until 

desorption is complete. 

(3) The temperature gradients at the center line 

represent the driving force for heat transfer into and out 

of the layer. 

(4) Heat transfer follows the simple relationship 

q « k A(Ain - Aout) where A is the area of the oenter of 

the layer. 

The exaot method of construction and calculation is 

described in Appendix D. The result as compared to experi- 

ment for desorption of ethomine in a 1/2" tube at one at- 

mosphere and 130°C from an initial bed temperature of 40°0 

is shown in Figure 28. An equilibrium deeorptloo. temperature 

of 93°C, k of 0.027 Btu/hr. sq. ft. QF/ft., and 0p of 

0.25 Btu/°F lb. were assumed. The value of k is in doubt 

and should probably be higher. No determinations of k have 

been made under conditions of gas flow through the bed. 

The check of calculated and experimental results is 
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only fair but is sufficiently good to predict datorption 

times for preliminary design work. For other reactors it 

■ay be necessary to modify the graphioal method somewhat 

but the basic principles will remain unchanged. 
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A- Method of Attack 

Wik 

Introduction 

In general, the same apparatus and procedureB were 

used as with ethomine. The same fundamental types of data 

were obtained, namely: 

(1) Basic absorption rate data using pure oxygen* 

(2) Engineering absorption rate data using air with 

the compound in a standard tube. 

(3) Desorption rate data with the compound In a 

standard tube. 

(4) Equilibrium vapor pressure data at constant pres- 

sure. Samples of fluomine used in this work 

were furnished by Calvin and were made in his 

laboratory« 

B«p«i.lm«nt«l Raaultfl 

A» Basic absorption rate data were taken over a rang« 

of temperatures of -10° to 50°C and pressures of 20 to 

520 mm. of Hg. Results at 20° and 50°C are shown in 

Figures 29 and 30. These curves are typical of all the 

data. A marked Induction period appeared in runs at high 

temperatures and low pressures. 

B. All engineering absorption data were obtained by 

use of the Pauling meter apparatus exclusively. Pressures 

of 1 atmosphere, 20, and 75 psig. were used. Typical 

absorption curves are given in Figures 31 and 32. 

C. Only a few desorption runs were made since it 

became apparent that the results were quite comparable to 

u&v\H 
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these obtained for ethomine. Such a desorption curve le 

given in Figure 53. 

D. Equilibrium data giving the relationship of com- 

position and temperature at eonetant pressure were obtained 

at 1/2 and 1 atmospheres oxygen pressure, Figure 34. The 

oxygen absorption rate apparatus was used for this is>rk. 
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B. Correlation of Basic Rate Data 

The experimental data obtained for fluomlne show It 

to be very similar to ethomlne In Its properties. De- 

sorptlon temperature and vapor pressure relations are 

almost Identical with ethomlne. However, fluomlne has 

a higher saturation value and Its rate of absorption Is 

higher with the optimum at a somewhat lower temperature. 

Because of the general similarity, analysis of the experi- 

mental data was carried out in much the same manner as 

with ethomlne. 

Composition 

The data were first tested to determine the order of 

reaction with respect to deoxygenated fluomlne. Plots of 

(s-x) versus 0 at -10° and 30°C are given In Figures 35 

and 36. A straight line on such a plot indicates a first 

order reaction. As with ethomlne, straight lines were ob- 

tained over the range of 0 to approximately 90 per cent 

of saturation at all temperatures. The Induction effect 

which is more pronounced for fluomlne than ethomlne causes 

deviation from a straight line during the first part of 

the oxygen absorption* A similar test for second order 
Q 

reaction was made. This failed. 

The equation for the first order reaction at constant 

pressure and temperature is 

ÜX 
dö 

kl 8J2 
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where 

k» - k 0  (p) 

A table of values of k' is given below. 

TABLE VIII 

k' ■ k 0 (p)  (Experimental) 

p(mm te) -10° 0! j£! gO^ 22! 121. 50« T°C. 

320 11.12 

160 4.35 

80 1.60 

40 0.65 

20 ■n 

1.21(V)      

13.17 12.76 9.5b  7.50  4.90  2.66 

5.73 5.60 4.73  3.70  2.16  0.96 

2.34 2.60 2.24  1.97  0.60 

0.89 1.34 0.85 

0.32 0.58 0.18            

A plot of k1 versus temperature is shown in Figure 37. 

Values of k' read from the smooth curves of this cross plot 

are given below. 

TABLE IX 

k1 * k 0  (p) (smooth cross-plot) 

p(mm Hg)  -10°    0°   10°   20°   30°   40°   50°  T°C 

320    11.1   13.0 12.6 10.5   7.6   4.8   2.65 

160     4.3    5.7  5.8  5.0   3.6   2.12  1.00 

80     1.60   2.36 2.60  2.26 1.64  0.97  0.45 

40     0.57   1.04 1.22  1.03 0.67    

20     0.21   0.41 0.51  0.44 0.26 

Pressure 

Values of k1 at constant temperature were plotted against 

pressure, Figure 38. Comparatively good straight lines 

were obtained which, however, did not pass through the ori- 

gin but cut the x-axis at positive values of pressure. This 

means that 
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k« « K 0  (p) » k(p - p^) 

where p£ » pseudo equilibrium pressure. This is the type 

of relationship obtained for the CaO - CaCOa system over 

an intermediate range of pressures. 

Within the range of pressure investigated, the above 

relation holds but, as with CaO - CaCOa, it probably foils 

at both higher and lover pressures. Approximate values 

of k and p1 are given below. 

TABLE X 

i-> (P-Pj) 
1=2 

X 

Temperature          k Po 

-10 °C 2.94 x 10"2  15 SO 

0° 3.83 N         it     N 

10° 4.01 N               N        N 

20° 3.40 M               |        It 

30° 2.47 N               II        1 

40° 1.Ö0 M         21     " 

50° 0.90 »       36    » 

In order to check the possibility of correlating 

the data on the basis of 0 (p) * pn, 8 plot of log k' 

versus log p was made, Figure 39. At constant temperature, 

straight lines of slope 1.15 were obtaineö.  This is quite 

reasonable since r elope slightly greater than 1.0 wss 

expected on the basis of the previous correlation. The 

values of k for different temperatures are given as follows: 
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ti - k Px': L5    B-x 

TemDeraturo k 

-10°C 1.20 x 10"2 

0° 1.55         ■ 

10« 1.68         ■ 

20° 1.41         ■ 

30° 1.02         ■ 

40° 0.62         ■ 

50° 0.31         ■ 

This 6eoond pressure correlation Is the better If 

the equation Is to be used over a considerable range of 

pressure.  It represents the experimental data reasonably 

well at low pressure where the relationship 0 (p) ■ (p-p1) 
o 

fails completely. Judging from the results obtained with 

ethomine, it can be expected to give a much better pre- 

diction of absorption rates above the range of pressure 

covered by experiment also. Hence, this correlation is 

recommended as the more accurate. It isyhowever, the 

more complex from a mathematical point of view. 

Temperature 

The relationship of k to temperature for both pressure 

correlations is given graphically in Figure 40. No attempt 

was made to obtain either theoretical or empirical equa- 

tions for these curves. 
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Two equations were found which fit the deto equally 

well. 

(i) U ■ *<p-p0> *? 
Good between -10° and 50°C and 40 and 320 mm. Hg. 

This equation Is not recommended over a greater pressure 

range. 

(2) |g - k p1-15 ** 

Good between -10° and 50°C and 0 and 320 mm. Hg. 

This equation will i robably give good results over pressures 

much above 320 mm. Hg. 

For values of k given In Tables X and XI 

x ■ wt. per cent oxygen absorbed 

s ■ wt. per cent oxygen at saturation 

p * oxygen partial pressure In mm. of Hg 

O = time In minutes 



VI.  DETERIORATION 

At Colins   Ltfr 
GONnOENTUU. 

flptlmum Cycle 

The cycling life of theee compounds is not a main 

consideration of this paper. This phase of the problem 

has been investigated in considerable detail by A..M. 

Smith (12). His experiments indicated that deterioration 

was a function of the oxygen produced and the number of 

oyclee. His work aleo showed that most of the deteriora- 

tion occurred during the desorptlon period« Lowering of 

the desorptlon temperature and pressure reduced the rate 

of deterioration* 

On this basis a very general picture of the deter- 

ioration mechanism may be postulated, 

(1) Chemical deterioration occurs when the compound 

is brought into contact with oxygen« This may be con- 

sidered a chemical reaction and is a function of the oxygen 

pressure and temperature at the point of reaction. 

(2) Chemlcpl deterioration is also a result of the 

absorption and desorptlon process, due mainly to the 

•training and shifting of molecular structure. 

(3) Physically, the structure is reduoed by each 

heating and cooling cycle. 

This picture suggests the following necessary conditions 

for maximum oxygen production with respect to the compound 

life: 

(1) A minimum number of oyoles. 
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(2) At low an average compound temperature at possible 

throughout the oycle. 

(3) Low oxygen pressure «hen oompound la at high 

temperature. 

8uoh an optimum oycle would be one in whloh: 

(1) Compound is carried practically to saturation 

each cycle« 

(2) Desorption is not complete (80 to 90 per cent 

desorbed) and a moderate Jacket temperature, 

SO to 40°C above equilibrium desorption tem- 

perature, is used. 

(3) Desorption pressure maintained low (0.1 to 0.2 

atmospheres). 

(4) Absorption preoeded by a cooling period« 

The reasoning involved in suoh a choice is quite simple« 

Absorption is carried to saturation to obtain as much oxygen 

as possible per oycle, hence minimizing the number of cycles« 

Desorption is not complete which me ana that for the most 

part the compound never rises above the equilibrium desorp- 

tion temperature. A low oxygen pressure at this point reduces 

the chemical deterioration which is a function of this pres- 

sure and also lowers the equilibrium desorption temperature 

and consequently the compound temperature. Such a reduced 

pressure also reduces the time of desorption at a given 

Jacket temperature. A cooling period prevents high pressure 

air from contacting hot oompound. 
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Experimental Procedure anö^Resulta 

Teste vere carried out to determine ppi»roximnte optimum 

cycles for ethomlne and fluomlne. The deterioration under 

these conditions was then determined experimentslly. The 

apparatus used vns essentially the ssme as the automatic 

equipment used by Smith- (12). Only minor changes and 

adaptations were made. The results obtained ere  shown 

in Figure. 42. Included is the beet cycle for salcomine 

according to Smith« 

All tests were carried out in standard 1/2" tubes« 

Silica gel dried air was used throughout. The dew point 

was maintained below -30°C at 1 atmosphere. The general 

characteristics of the cycles are given in the table below. 

TABLE XII 

Total cycle length 

Absorption time 

Blowdovn time 

Desorption time 

Cooling time 

Cooling water temper 

Steam temperature 

Air pressure (psig.) 

Air rate (CFM/#) 

Fluomlne Ethomlne Salcomine 
(A 126) 

10 min. 10 min. 10 min. 

5.25 min. 5.5 min. 6.5 min. 

0.25 M 0.5 ■ 0.5 " 

3.5  H 3.5 ■ 2.0  ■ 

1.0  ■ 0.5 ■ 1.0 ■ 

oture 22°C 20°C 10°C 

130°C 130°C 130°C 

20 20 BO 

1.0 0.75 0.5 

(etm.)O.l 0.1 to 0.2 0.2 

r 
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Figure 41 
Cycling Apparatus 

for Fluomine 
..»ifv t !?■•■ 
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flit plot of ethomlne life represents the average of 

7 samples run for different lengths of time. The fluomine 

teet was carried out on a single sample with considerably 

more oare and with more refined apparatus« Oxygen pro- 

duction  was determined at 0.1 atmosphere for fluomine 

while production for ethomlne and salcomlne was taken at 

1.0 atmosphere. 

Figure 42 shows dearly the very decided advantage 

of fluomine over both salcomlne and ethomlne from a cycling 

life standpoint. 

(■* -:.' 
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B. Effect of Deterioration on Raaotlon Rate 

Procedure 

A sample of ethomlne was packed in a standard 1/2" 

tube and subjected to a Jacket temperature of 130°0 and 

an air pressure of 80 peig. with slight flow for approxi- 

mately 40 hours. The saturation value of the ethomlne 

was determined at Intervals. 

The ethomlne was then removed and mixed well. A 

5 gram sample was then placed In the oxygen absorption 

rate apparatus and the absorption rate determined at sev- 

eral preseures. Several checks on the saturation value 

were also made. 

Results 

Figure 43 gives a plot of the per cent approach to 

saturation with time for the deteriorated sample as com- 

pared to a good sample of ethomlne. These results are for 

tests under Identical conditions of Jacket temperature 

and oxygen pressure. The deteriorated sample had a sat- 

uration value of 1.5 per cent, the good sample 3.5 per oent. 

Discussion, 

From the curve of the results, It can be seen that 

not only Is the absorption rate of the deteriorated sample 

greater on a percentage basis but for a considerable time 

period the actual volumetric uptake of oxygen is also greater. 

Such results were not anticipated and are certainly not 

obvious In explanation. 

The results obtained can be vaguely explained in several 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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different ways but all euch explanations Involve rather 

unreasonable premises. For example, the following general 

picture will suffice as an explanation: 

(1) Good (unused) compound is made up of molecules 

of varying absorption rates« 

(2) The deterioration process used selectively 

killed the molecules of low reaction rate. 

(5) The deterioration process also activated 

the good molecules left. 

It is not known whether cycling deterioration will 

produce the spme  effect on the rate of absorption.  Such 

experiments would be of great interest.  Certainly in 

the future, study of deterioration should concern Itself 

with the rate of absorption as well as activity (saturation 

value).  Such study would no doubt lead to new insight into 

the mechanism of compound degradation. 
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grata AlaflgBtAflfl Appflratm 
Volume of Components of System 

The volume of various parts of the apparatus was deter- 

mined experimentally by allowing air to flow from a vessel 

of known volume into the part and noting the changes in 

pressure« The volume was then calculated with the aid of the 

gas laws. All values are calculated only to the 100 cm. read- 

ing of the manometrlo leg connected to the apparatus. 

Volumes 

Oxygen reservoir (reservoir and tubing to controlling needle 
valve) - 290 oo. 

"Vacuum" reservoir (reservoir and tubing to controlling needle 
valve) - 261 oc. 

Absorption system (with 70 oc. mercury in pump but excluding 
powder tube and connections) ■ 181 oc. 

Powder tube with 6 grams of powder (including connections 
to valves) - 18 co. 

Oxygen and system reservoir manometer tube - 0.289 co./om. 

"Vacuum11 reservoir manometer tube - 0.196 co./om. 

Bturvolr volm« ^Ipf gn<i rasters 
The manometers were calibrated so that the pressure dif- 

ference could be determined from a single leg reading. This 

was done to make reading easier and also so that the position 

of the mercury columns would be known for any pressure dif- 

ference since the gas in the manometer leg was an appreciable 

amount of the reservoir voldbe. 

From the above knowledge, a plot of the volume of gas 

in the reservoir against the single leg manometer reading 

was made. A standard barometer was assumed, and the gae was 
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Calculations measured at 760 mm. and reservoir temperature. 

«ere made according to the following formula: 

v* -[Res. vol. ♦ mano. tube vol.J fü 9 ^gfl Hotter + J 

For example: Oxygen reservoir at Ap * 50 cm. 

Left leg reading » 75.7; right leg (app. side) 
reading «25.7 

vol. -[29O + 0.283 (100-25.7)] fg ♦ 1J - 516.5 oc. 

Graphs for both the oxygen and "vacuum*1 reservoirs are given 

in Figures 44 and 45. 

If the barometer is not standard 760 mm. the plots are 

not exact. However, the error is negligible as will be shown. 

Let ?! be the original and Va the final volume of the reservoir« 

Then 

[Api ♦ Bar.l    Up» + Bar.) 
—^55 J - V-|—7SÖ J" A vol. at 760 mm. 

The barometer is usually 760 + 10 mm., hence 

Maximum (V^-V*) is about 6 cc. 

Maximum error * + 6 x ^55 ■ 0.1 oc. and the maximum per 

cent error is less than 0.1. 

The volume plots gave straight lines, hence the slopes 

were used in all calculations rather than readings from the 

graphs• 

Oxygen reservoir slope ■ 8.50 cc./cm. 

"Vacuum11 reservoir slope - 7.26 cc./cm. 

Expansion Volume Correction 

On desorptlon, heating the tube of compound not only 

drove off the oxygen combined but also pushed out some of 

the gas in the tube originally due to the expansion of this 
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gas. Hence the gee volume obtrlned on desorptlon must be 

corrected by this amount. 

Thie expansion volume for the tube with 5 grams of 

compound was determined experimentally and found to be on 

the average 0.02? cc./A°C at reservoir temperature. A°C 

represents the difference between absorption and desorptlon 

temperatures. 

Starting Corrections 

When making a run the tube was maintained evacuated until 

the starting time and the remainder of the absorption system 

was adjusted to a pressure such that upon opening the tube 

valves, the complete system was at the desired pressure. 

An example of the calculation of this additional pressure la 

given below. 

Desired pressure * 80 mm. 

Left leg reading - 160 cm.; right leg reading * 64.0 cm. 

|2- Riei ♦ 18) + (100-84)(0.283)1  - Egg [l81 + 

(100-83.6) (0.283)7 
p - 87.6 

difference 87.6 - 80 7.6 mm. 

or hPm   3.< 2  ■ o.8 mm. on each leg of manometer. 

P (mm.)    Correction (mm.) 

2.0 40 

80 

160 

320 

640 

3.8 

7.5 

15.0 

28.0 

OONROENTMl 
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Factors for Converting to Wt. % Absorption 

For ethomlne: 

5 grams of compound, saturation 3.6#, In tube. 

5 x ?£S 1 ■ 4.83 g. deoxygenated ethomlne 

Wt. %  absorbed - faotor (f22 ) fAtmano. leg 
re s •  *- ._., 

reading of 0a res.)! 

*****  - M» X HZ*0,  4>8g - 0.252 
Wt. * desorbed - factor (|Za_) [^(mano. leg reading 

of "vacuum'-'reservoir) - (0'°%%g *MJ 

factor - 7.26 x 0.0296 - 0.215 

For fluomlne, similarly: 

Absorption factor * 8.50 x 0.0298 = 0.255 

DeBorptlon factor ■ 7.26 x 0.0298 ■ 0.216 
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APPENDIX B 

Pau^E. Me^er Apparatus 

Oxygen Material Balanoe 

For every unit volume of gae passing through the Pauling 

oxygen meter at standard barometer. 

7^5 * oxygen In the gas 

| m 7651 79?1 " oxygen *■ *he original air 
where p ■ oxygen partial pressure 

(1) Oxygen absorbed - (1 - Jj) #2645 - £gg 

Putting Into differential form 

where V » constant exit gas flow rate 

Integrating (2) 
i 

(3) Oxygen absorbed - .2646 V 9 - Tl.2645 V   p d ö 

For 0*1     yp d 0 ■ average value of p over the 

time Increment 

Hence the equation may be written: 

(4) (Oxygen absorbed In unit time) [• 2646 _ 1.2645 p 760 

A plot of equation (1) for barometric pressures of 760, 

760, and 770 mm. is shown In Figure 46. Interpolation for 

other pressures Is necessary. 

Reservoir Volumes 

Experiment gave a value of 26.7 cc./Ap (cm.) for both 

reservoirs. 

ave.T 
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Expansion Volume Correction 

The average expansion volume correction for the 1/2" 

tube filled with 42.5 grams of compound was 0.01 Ap (cm.)/A°C. 

The correction was expressed In units of reservoir manometer 

pressure and could te subtracted directly. 

For the tube of fluomlne (26*1 g.) the expansion cor- 

rection was 0.007 Ap (cm.)/A°C. 

Capillary Flow Meter 

A calibration curve of the capillary flow meter Is given 

In Figure 47. It Is based on 42.5 grams of compound In a 

1/2" tube. 

Factors for Converting to Wt. %  Absorption 

For ethomlne: 

42.5 grams of compound, saturation 3.5^, In tube 

42-0 X iog,5 " 41#1 £• deoxygenated ethomlne. 

Wt. %  absorbed = Xactoj: <fg§fr (|22-, (vol. of 0-) 

factor - 0.003475 
res, 

mm - 36.7 x n^ioo 

?? x 100 22,400 x  _-_ 
Wt. %  desorbed = factor iff* ) [A (p of res. mano. In cm.) 

res. L 

- (.01 x A°C)J 
0.0927 

For fluomlne: 

26.1 grams of compound, saturation 4.2£, In a 1/2" tube 

26.1 x 10472 * 25#0 e* deoxyßenated fluomlne 

Absorption factor » 0.00571 

Desorotlon factor * 0.1525 (expansion correction 0.007 
Ap (cm.)/A°C) 

Calculations 

The average value of p was figured for each minute, 
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however, because of the meter lag values were taken which 

run from 10 sec« after the minute to 10 sec after the next 

minute» The average was taken In the usual manner except 

only half weight was given the end points« 

The fraction of volume absorbed was read from the chart 

and multiplied by the volume of exit gas as measured over 

the minute. There was no 10 sec lag In the volume readings. 

Sajpple Calculations 

Run #114 fluomlne (See data) 

Average p^ 1st. mln. - 70+g5+^1.5+4?+4e+g4 „ 65.3 

2nd mln.. uaampmmm m 66m2 
etc. 

Corrected factors absorption ^ x |Z| x .00671 « 0.00526 

desorptlon |2ä x .1525 - 0.1397 
Mln. co. abs./cc.      Vol. 

1 0.173   x 1530 - 

2 0.155   x 1510 ■ 

3 0.0915  x 1470 - 

4 0.047   x 1490 * 

5 0.0225  x 1480 - 

Desorptlon 29.2 - .007 (120-30) ■ 28.6 Ap 

28.6 x 0.1397 ■ 4.00 %  0a 
Air rate 

Total air In 1st 2 mln. ■ 1.53 ♦ 1.51 ♦ 0.5 = 3.54 liters 

2  X 28.3 x 25 * 1*1*5 ou.ft./mln. (average over the 

1st 2 mln.) 

co. abs. Sum Vt.%  0a 
264.5 264.5 x .0U526 « 1.39 

234.0 498.5 x "  - 2.62 
134.5 633.0 x B  ■ 3.33 
70.0 703.0 x 1  *  3.70 
33.3 

736.3 736.3 x 1  »3.88 
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Tube Correlation 

Methode of Bteowlse Solution 

The equatlone used In the etepwlee solution are taken 

from the section entitled "Method of Predicting Engineering 

Absorption Data," part IV, Section F. 

(1) 

OU^^^ENTIAL 

8 - 8 - 

TGT 

«here A - | p1'5 

n -Kira)   | 
L     J ave. 

Arbitrary conditions were assumed - 20 p.s.i. gage, 

40°C, 1 CFM/#, ethomlne In 1/2" tube (50 cm. long) 

The values of the several constants in metric units are 

as follows: 

*ol - °* 
R0l - 0.264 

N * 0.0655 g. mols/sq. cm. 

k - 4.41 x 10"4 

8 ■ 3.3# 

p « 0.65 g./oc. 

ß « 3.12 x 10 

P ■ 1800 mm. Hg. 

In most of the numerical calculations A£ ■ 0.5 end Al ■ 

12.65 were used. On this basis the formulae were simplified. 

(la) x - 3.3 - g*g " xo 
,5.In 

v ■■     .,-    - 
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(2B) R « RQ - 0.0782  (x - x0) 

A series of calculations for the first Increment of time, 

moving lengthwise of the tube pre given below. 

0'■ 0.6, Aft * 0.5 mln., L » 12.65, AL » 12.65 cm. 

Assume neve#.« 0.C77 

n, 1.5 
11.264' 

3.3 - 5A2  
1.469 

0.095 

x * 3.3 - y«i'_ = 1.08 

R - 0.2640 - (0.0782) (l.Oö) = 0.1795 

him -1623 nf .059 

n. .095 ♦ .059 ■    0>C77 check8 aflaumption 
"ave. 2 

& ■ 0.5,   Ad * 0.5,   L * 25.3,   AL - 12.65 

(R0 Is now R from last calculation) 

Assume nave# ■ 0.048 
3-3 - fck X ■ e-5 - v"^. * 0.72 

R = 0.1795 - (0.0782) (0.72) « 0.1232 

R__ B .059 ♦ .036 m  0a048 checks assumption 

This may be carried on for any number of AL's. 

Now with the second Aö the values of x0 used are those 

of the x found In the previous AQ for that section, 

ft - 1.0, Ad » 0.5, L = 12.66, AL ■ 12.65 

Assume n„„ » .081 

X " 3-5    1.527 
1.85 

R - 0.264 -  .0782   (l.b5  - 1.08)  ■ 0.204 

R 
R+l a 

n ave. 

0.169 n. .069 
.095  +  .069 

2 •082 checks assumption 



CONFWENTIAL    us 
0 - 1.0, AG - 0.5, L *  25.3, AL * 12.66 

Assume nave# - .059 

x - 3.6 - »'»!:&** ■.»if 
R - 0.204 - 0.0782  (1.39 - 0.72) - 0.162 

|^j - 0.1316 nf - 0.048 

n    . t0g9 ft°49 « 0.059 checks assumption 
AT v • £ 

This series of calculations may be carried as far as those 

of the firet A0. 

Table XIII gives the values of x and R obtained by the 

above method of calculation. The value of x is an average 

value in the section AL at the end of the time 0 considered. 

The value of R is the average value over the increment of 

time AO at the end of the length (L) considered. Some cal- 

culations were carried out using larger A0's. In every 

oase the value of R is the average value over that AC. 

The values of x first obtained were converted to l*)aY9t 

These average values are the average over the range of L - 0 

to L ■ 1 and represented the same x as obtained in the ex- 

perimental work. Table XIV gives these valuea. 

9 and L were converted to O1 and L1 and a plot made 

of (&) vs. L1 with lines of constant 0'. This was then 
*s'ave. 

cross-plotted to obtain integer values of 0'. Values ob- 

tained from this cross-plot for the final graph, Figure 24, 

are given in Table XV. 

.0 . 10.21 e 

The dimensionless groups were evaluated as follows: 

a k p1*5 g  4.41 x 10"4 x 18001*5 

s    *      3.3 
L,  k pi-5 PpL  4.41 x 10" 

-    Jj     " 
a.5 

x 1800*•" x 0.65 x 3.12 x 10 L . 
•0655 

0.1042L 
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3.3 0.303X 

Sample Calculations 

Problem:  to calculate the rate of absorption of 42.5g. 

of ethomine in a 1/2" tube, 20 pei gage air, 2 CFM/#f at 

40°C, sat. 3.3#. 

Li . 4.41 x 10"4 x 16001'5 x 0.66 x 3.12 x IP"*4 x 50 . 260 

Ö» 

0.0655 x 2 
4.41 x 10"4 x 18001*5 Q 

3.3 
10.21 0 

From Figure 2.4 corresponding values of Q1 and (■*) 

are read at L' - 2.60. 0» and (-jj) 
ave. 

ave. 

ere then oonverted 

to £ and x ave, and a smooth graph drawn through these points. 

2 

4 

6 

8 

10 

15 

20 

30 

40 

50 

60 

ave, 

• 113 

• 219 

• 314 

• 401 

.481 

.649 

.766 

.902 

• 960 

.964 

.995 

0,20 

0.39 

0.59 

0.78 

0.98 

1.47 

1.96 

2.94 

3.92 

4.90 

5.88 

(x,ave. 

0.37 

0.72 

1.04 

1.32 

1.59 

2.14 

2.53 

2.98 

3,17 

3.24 

3.28 
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APPENDIX D 

80mm Method 

Proof of Method for a Cylinder 

The conduction equation for an Infinite cylinder Is 

I" a (I3 *r" > ***• a-fe 
Consider the equation from a standpoint of finite Increments« 

A graph of temperature In the cylinder Is given below 

The subscripts Indicate the position In the cylinder and 

ft + 1 » ö + AÖ or the next Increment of time. On this basis 

of finite Increments the differential equation may be written 

as follows: 

(Ar)a r 

or 

1 Atöc a TT 

(Ar)* Atg0 

2a A a 

(Ar)8 

2 

2 Ar 

=L 

If 
2a A 0 

OONROENTWl 
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!(» + 1). 
At '©. T *©o 

*e.i + *» %- - *».i 
2 r     2 

Consider the actual graphics1 Interpretation of this equation. 

%<£, - 
% 

1 

—z?^c~ 
1 

—1* 

^^^ 
&*i>. 

—-—^h V   tkK. 

£0**0 ■■ 

<•+(* r*+i 

Solving for x: 

V. - *» 
Ar  2 

-1 _ 1 ££ 
2 r 

Vl " *»-l 

*  2  r 

then 

2AP    OA£ *    2  4 %P ' 2Ar     2Ar 

Let us assume r is plotted on a log scale« then 

Ar + x , log r - log (r-Ar)       > 
2 Ar   log (r ♦ Ar; - log (r-Ar; 

log 1 - log <i-£>   ('»♦Wl^:*'"' 
log ix + A 8#) ♦ f <*>* ♦ 

(l-AE) 

2 + 4 'r* ' lf a11 dlffepentlalB about 2nd order are dropped. 

This gives the correct ratio hence the assumption of a log 

:&> 

L  
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scale is correct. 

The Schmidt method is applied to a cylinder in the same 

manner as to a slab exoept that equally distant ooncentric 

layers plotted in a logarithmic soale are employed. 

Pesorptlon Calculation Methods 

The Schmidt method was applied to the specific problem 

of desorbing ethomine in a 1/2" tube originally at a tempera- 

ture of 40°C. with steam at 130°C. in the Jadket. The de- 

sorption pressure was assumed 1 atmosphere which gave an 

average desorption temperature of 93°C. 

The constants used are given below. All values are 

in metric units. 

k - 1.12 x 10"4 oal./sec. x om.a x °C/cm. 

0 » 0.25 cal./gm. x °C 

p ■ 0.65 gm./oo. 

AH * 19,600 oal./g.mol. 0a 

r * 0.625 cm. 

a . t- ■ 6.9 x 10"4 
•P 

The construction was made with Ar * 0.125 cm.; that is, 

5 layers in the cylinder. 

AG - 5a « (0»12S)a     , ii ■* ..« aw ■    ■ ,Ä-4 ■ ii.ö sec. 
2a   2 x 6.9 x 10^ 

The actual graphical layout is shown in Figure 48. Only 

the initial steps are shown so as to not complicate the dia- 

gram. The layers were drawn so that a 1/2 Ar occurs at the 

surface and the center. This was done so that the layer 

boundaries were at the middle of the imaginary desorption 

layers. Conditions at these lines were considered average 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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LOG   SCALE 

FIGURE 48 
SCHMIDT METHOD FOR 

C YL INDER OF E THOMINE 

ODNflöOTON. 
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for the half layer to either slue.  Also, since on this con- 

struction the oenters of the cylinder occurred at - •*» , 

a layer boundary could not fall at the center. At the sur- 

faoe a fictitious layer 1/2 Ar thick was added to complete 

the half layer already there. Fictitious temperatures at 

this boundary were used In the construction« 

Beoause of the extremely low heat conductivity of the 

compound , all resistance was assumed In the compound Itself. 

To obtain a better Initial gradient, points were es- 

timated for the first A0 from the Guraey Lurle Charts for an 

Infinite slab. 

Slab Accomplish 
Temp. Ratio 

i* 0.62 

SAT 
2 

0.14 

6Ax 
2 

0.01 

At rise 

66°C 

13° 

1° 

After the first AO the temperature of layer 5 was very 

olose to the desorptlon temperature and desorptlon was 

assumed to start at the beginning of the second AO. had 

the temperature fallen higher, It would have been placed 

at 93°C regardless and the excess heat considered as heat 

of desorptlon ( Q ■ ewAt )• 

The heat Into and out of the section was considered 

tobe governed by the temperature gradients In the two adjacent 

layers as glyen by the construction lines. 
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Heat of deeorptlon/cc. - **°gff§,0?5 x 19,500 - 13.86 oal./ce. 

q - cal./aec. - * A Atln    _ * A Atout . * A(Atln.-Atout) 
1 1  1  

q " ^"ge0"4  A<Atm.-AW - 8-9« * I0"4 A<Atm-AW 
For 1 em. length of tube: 

Lgxer.   r.   flrefl   vol,   Heat of desorptlon HeatCap. 

1 .0626 0.393  .0491        0.68 .032 

2 .1876 1.179  .1472         2.04 .096 

3 .3125 1.965  .3457         3.41 .160 

4 .4375 2.750  .344         4.76 .224 

5 .5625 3.535  .442         6.13 .288 

The construction was continued exactly as any other 

Schmidt method except that the desorptlon point (ts at flret) 

was held constant until layer 5 was desorbed. The fictitious 

temperature on the external half layer was found by draw- 

ing a line from the point on layer 5 through the 130° surface 

point to the external layer. For each new point on 5 there 

was a corresponding one on 6. Lines from layer 2 should have 

been drawn to layer 1 of the mirror Image which, however, 

lay to the other side of - 00. Because of this difficulty, 

such lines were approximated by making them horizontal. 

Calculations of heat transfer at the desorptlon layer 

are given below. 

Layer #5  Q,^ » 8.96x10~*x3.525x11.3xA » 3.58xlO~2A 
time 

2nd AC 

Atln 
74 

AtOUt 
53 

A 

21 0.752 
3rd AC 74 22.3 51.7 1.851 

4th AO 74 19.4 54.6 1.955 
5th AG 74 14.7 59.3 2.125 

6.683 
6.13 

<Ärlü£NTlAL 

0.553 
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At the end of the 5th AO more than the heat of de- 

sorptlon had been put into the layer. This excess was 

assumed to raise the temperature of the layer. 

At 
rise 

.563 

.288 
1.92° 

Henoe the temperature on 5 was    93 + 2 ■ 95°C.    The ordinary 

Schmidt method was then oarrled out until Layer 4 reached 

a temperature of 93° or over.    On the 7th A© this tem- 

perature of 93° was overshot by 9.3°, and this excess was 

calculated as heat of desorption, the point being held 

at 93°C. 

Layer H        QAQ ■ 8.96x10"4x2.750x11.3xA - 2.785xlO"2A 

7th AO 9.3 x  .224 2.085 

8th AO 18.5 17.6 0.9 0.025 

9th AO 30.2 10.4 19.8 0.551 

10th AO 24.3 8.6 15.7 0.437 

This general procedure was oontinued until all layers 

were desorbed in turn.    In calculating the percentage de- 

sorption vs. time,only the heat flow into the layer at 

the desorption temperature was cons idered. 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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APPENDIX E 

Heat Transfer Calculations 

Steady State Cooling of a Cylinder with Constant Heat 

Evolution 

Consider a seotlon of a cylinder of unit length, radius 

* r0, thermal conductivity - k, heat evolution H per unit 

volume 

then 

also 

-kAfi.-fcirkg 

p irr8 H - 2 TT r k il 
dr 

Integrating 

7°. pr'H dr >.. dt 

1 6s <*o8 - *■> - U - O 4 r %jr°     *-'-*■ «o 

t Is the temperature at any radius r In the oyUnder. 

For the average temperature difference between com- 

pound and wall we have the following: 

At    Ä    . V<>31\«9 X *t 
ave. volume 

At    • r 
Atave 

1   £S 
4    k (r a - r») 

o 

/     §■ (roa - *a)   (2nr dr) 

TF r„ 
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At ave. 
8 k 

Hence the average temperature difference is half the 

difference between the center line and wall temperatures. 

Hfllf-Inoh Tube 

Consider cooling of ethomlne in a 1/2" tube assuming 

uniform absorption at the rate of 1% per minute. 

H ■ 6.1 cal./gm. min. 

k » 1.52 x 10   oal./sec. x cm.* x °C/cm. 

At center S'f A&'i io^° <°-636>a   - 40°c- 
At    Ä    « 20°C. ave« 
Actually the geometrical center temperature as deter- 

mined   by thermocouple measurements was observed to rise 

approximately 12-15°C in the first several minutes at this 

absorption rate. 

Special Qxygen. AftBorp1?lon Tube 

3/8" hard brass tube 

O.D. 0.375 in. 

I.D. 0.291 in. 

Wall 0.0 4 2 in. 

Length filled 8" approx. 

At ■ °'66 x 9*1 * *ft°       (.569)» ave«      8 x 1.52 x 10^ v#°°*' 

■ ?.4°C based on absorption rate of 1.%/min. 

No thermocouple tests were made with this tube to 

determine actual temperature rise. 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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APPENDIX F 

Pauling Mater Characteristics 

Theory 

A material which has magnetic susceptibility has an 

unbalanced force exerted on it when In a non-uniform mag- 

netic field. If such a material Is suspended In a non- 

uniform field and surrounded by gas, force Is exerted on the 

test body according to the equation: 

F - V (XV - X^) H 5; 

where F - force on test body 

V « volume of test body 

X« - volume magnetic susceptibility of test 
body 

XI * volume magnetic susceptibility of 
surrounding gas 

H « field strength 

|4j * Inhomogenelty of the field. 

This principle can be employed to analyse gases for 

oxygen because oxygen has a magnetic susceptibility 900 or 

400 times that of most other common gases. Hence, the con- 

centration of other gases has little or no effect. 

The Pauling oxygen meter employs a capsule of gas sus- 

pended on a quartz fiber suspended in a magnetic field 

produced by a permanent magnet. This is all contained in a 

cell through which the gas to be analysed is passed. Move- 

ment of the quartz fiber is indicated by a reflected light 

beam. 

CONFIDENT!** 
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The Bureau of Standards reports the following char- 

acteristic!: 

(1) 30 sec« time lag. 

(2) 0.1 liter/min. flow rate. 

(3) 1 to 2 Inches of water pressure drop. 

CttAlfrrfltlon 

In all the work described in this paper Pauling oxygen 

meter Model P, Serial No. 49 was used. It Is temperature 

compensated between 50° and 100°F and need not be leveled 

exactly» This Instrument was checkec« with oxygen-nitrogen 

mixtures which were analysed with an Orsat apparatus using 

alkaline pyrogallol. The reeults were as follows: 

Sample 
Air 

Orsat 
160 mm. 

Meter #49 
159 mm. 

I 117.3 116.5 

II 90.0 91 

III 62.6 62 

N. 0 2.5 

(analysis) 

When gas composition is changed at the instrument, some 

time is required for this gas to reach the gas cell and to 

completely sweep out the old gas from the cell. During this 

time, the meter will give readings somewhere in between the 

values for the old and new compositions. 

To oheek this lag, a change from air to N3 was made 

at the meter and the change in reading observed. The gae 

flow usod warn 81 oc./min.f which is slightly low according 

to the rotometer in the meter. The results are shown in Pig. 49. 

lÄ-i. ■ i- -»I r i- . .  it* ■ml-.i a*.Jr^  at 
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If it is assumed thrt perfect mixing occurs ltfthe cell,.  j/J| 

an expression for the rate of change of reeding may be set 

up. 

Let V * fictitious volume of cell (cc.) 

v » rate of gas flow (cc./min.) 

c ■ concentration of N3 (cc./cc.) 

then dc 
SB 

cell is equal. 

v - vo 
~V 

since the flow in and out of the 

Integrating 

/ft. 
1-c /*• 

- ln(l-c) - f1 • 

From Figure 49 it can be seen that it took about 7 

seconds for gas to reach the cell. The zero time will there- 

fore be taken at this 7 second point. 

O * 4.5  po8 ■ 81 mm. 

c * j'eZ'i?1 s0.5 since meter apparently read 
157—0 

5 mm. at pure Na 

-In (1-0.5) »I1 Ig6 

V - 8.6 cc. volume of cell. 

Using this value of V, the meter readings may be predicted. 

Calculated values are shown in Figure 48also. They chedk 

very well. 

Regardless of whether the volume of tr.e cell obtained 

is a true or fictitious volume, this method will predict 

the behavior of the meter with changing concentrations in the 

gas stream. The complete equation is given as follows: 

?:-■ 
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log (1-c) =T60t?8?87 V * 

where o * concentration of Na (cc./ec.) 

v * rate of gas flow (cc./min.) 

Q ■ time (seconds) 

Figure 50 gives the percentage approach to the cor- 

rect reading with time. This curve Is based on a gas flow 

rate, of 94 cc./mln. which is standard for instrument #49. 

To clarify« this curve gives the time required for the indi- 

cator to move a given percentage of the total movement fin- 

ally made, with any change in gas composition. A shift of 

90% requires about 13 seconds. 

Effect of Lag In a Cyclical Process 

Consider again the cell with perfect mixing of the 

entering gas. 

Let o ■ entering composition 

c1 = cell and leaving composition (Is that 
indicated by the meter) 

then v c dft - vo1  dft»V do1 

Integrating   J^vcdO    - Zvc'dG * 

If the process is cyclical;  that  lsyc£ 

( J* vdc"   - 0 

fw 
cj 

and fio».   J vc'dG 
This means that if the meter is used to obtain an inte- 

gration of composition over a period of time, this integration 

ie correct if the meter returns to the initial reading at 

the end of the time period. ***, .- -4k 
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